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Feelings. Reactions. Emotions. We all have them. It’s part of our human
experience. But emotions can be rough, right?
The Latin word for emotion is “remover,” which means “to move.” When something
moves us, we call it an emotion, a feeling. Is it possible that what drives us emotionally is
also here to invite us to move?
What if we believed that the emotions inside of us are purposeful?
What if honoring our feelings led us to hear an inner voice of truth speaking
to us about our lives? Do you listen to your feelings?
I know I am a person who struggles to listen to my feelings. I tend to shame myself for
what I feel rather than paying attention to how I
think. Somehow when I lose it emotionally, my first instinct is to run and
hide in the safety of my closet. Sadly, I’ve spent much time in that closet (!)
I submit to you that our feelings are not only appropriate but when we pay
attention to them, they can lead us to new and practical places.
Here are four things I am learning about how to deal with feelings that are bringing
my life and healing and hope.
First,

Be present to your feelings. Notice how you are reacting. Don’t ignore a feeling or judge
a sense. View it through a lens of curiosity. Be observant, aware, without judgment. This
is what it means to be present.
Being present comes with practice. We spend much of our lives asleep to our
true selves, so when we apply a method of being aware, it helps wake us up. As in, when
you notice a bird on a tree, spend a few moments soaking in that beauty. When you are
with a pet, spend time being in your pet’s presence.
Be still and quiet when you hear the sound of beautiful music and let it touch
and move you. These are examples of practicing awareness. It may seem minor. It may
seem simple. But the smallest, simplest things can make a difference.

Name the feeling when you notice it. Acknowledge what you are aware of.
Put a word to what you are feeling. This gives credence to your emotion and honors what
is happening. Just as a child wants a mother’s attention, our hearts want to know we are
paying attention. You are letting yourself know you see it and you are on it.
NAME THE FEELING(s):
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

Sometimes I have to do something tangible to remind myself that what I feel
matters. I have found that even the smallest gesture of self-compassion, like putting my
hand on my heart helps solidify the name of the emotion, allowing me to stay grounded
so I can move to the next step.

Third,

Your feelings tell you what matters to you. They show up to let you know what
is important to you. A feeling lets you know your inner voice is speaking.
What if you were to trust this voice? It could bring hope. You could listen and trust that
something important is going on. Knowing what matters to you can give clarity to your
life.

Lastly,

Imagine that this feeling may be inviting you to do something new.
It could be as simple as writing a letter you never send or as global as joining an
international movement.
It could be as personal as journaling or painting or as public as doing something on
social media. Imagining something new or creating something true and beautiful
allows us to be transformed.
When we make art with our hands or our lives, we make love with the sacred. This makes
the human experience shine with connectedness and makes our world better. All
because we paid attention to our feelings.

